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Street Life Studies

In a moment of time when the balance between 
the public and the private is shifting in favour 
of the latter, it is important that a close eye 
is kept on the status of the public spaces in 
our cities. Vital public space tends to emerge 
as a product of numerous competing forces. 
Planning guidelines, levels of regulation 
and attitudes can strangle or let flourish the 
behaviours which enliven these areas so key to 
cities. This course is an opportunity to better 
understand the potentials and limitations of 
these diverse conditions. 

‘Street Life Studies’ puts forward the premise 
that the vitality of public spaces hinges 
on their ability to facilitate a diversity of 
often unexpected usages, movements and 
interactions, by a broad spectrum of people, 
over varying time periods. It suggests that the 
street, as the fundamental public space of the 
city, is where this activity can and should occur. 

Within this framework, the course suggests 
designers may need to take a more 
active role in understanding, first hand, the 
complexity of an environment, in this case the 
street, before designing for it.

The course will analyse two very different 
urban environments: Sydney and Phnom 
Penh. Phnom Penh streets are clear examples 
of diverse urban dwellers playing out much 
of their lives in the public domain which is 
appropriated to meet varying needs and 
generally ‘unplanned’ in terms of those 
involved in the design and legislation of the 
built environment. In Sydney, this kind of 
mixed informal activity is much less apparent. 
Street space tends to be highly regulated 
and often vehicle-dominated. In many areas, 
sidewalks are used largely for circulation. Both 
environments have their opportunities and 
constraints and much can be learned from their 
comparison.

Phase one of the course consists of students 
undertaking extensive on-field analysis of 
urban streets in selected areas of Sydney 
and Phnom Penh. Through a series of 
directed observational exercises, they will 
identify, document, deconstruct and compare 
their spaces, systems, users and usages, 
interpreting key patterns and driving forces. 

Emphasis will be placed on the creation of 
quick, hand drawn and digitally post-produced 
images to visually communicate urban 
observations and data, at a technically simple 
but graphically powerful level. 

In phase two, students will work in groups, 
using their observations to inform the 
development of two small scale urban 
interventions; one for Sydney and one for 
Phnom Penh. How can observations be used 
as evidence to inform design decisions? How 
can precedents from each city be intelligently 
translated to another? Students will be 
asked to develop artifact or system, with the 
intent of envisioning human-focused design 
interventions that contribute to creating vital 
public street space.

www.streetlifestudies.wordpress.com
#streetlifestudies
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create an URBAN 
INTERVENTION
“Construct situations 
rather than objects, 
design processes 
that can result in 
chance meetings 
...leaving room for 
users to adapt and 
appropriate space.” 
Atelier Bow Wow

FIELD
OBSERVATIONS
of streets

"The direct 
observations help 
to understand why 
some spaces are used 
and others are not."
Jan Gehl

record using
HAND DRAWING
VISUAL DATA

Drawing is 
immersive and low 
tech, allowing focus 
to rest on analysing 
what you see. 

Course process

ANALYSE 
patterns in 
findings

What correlations 
can be drawn in 
findings?
How do behavioural 
situations relate to 
physical details?

DRAW INTERPRET PROPOSE

PROCESS

process

study street life

using to inform

direct observation tactical urbanism

Map A shows activities on residential streets plotted in 
according to type of activity. Map B shows social activi-
ties exclusively, such as greetings. A comparison of the 
street with more dwellings and more clearly defined 
front yards (above) with the street with fewer dwellings 
and open lawns (below) shows clearly that there are 
more social activities on the street with front yards.

General information and registration of interaction 
and activities on C Avenue, Vermont, Melbourne.

General information and registration of interaction 
and activities on Y Street, Prahran, Melbourne.

99

STUDY STREETLIFE DIRECT OBSERVATION TACTICAL URBANISM 

USING  TO INFORM  

COURSE PROCESS
(in a nutshell)
how do we learn about street life?

STUDY STREETLIFE ON-FIELD OBSERVATION URBAN INTERVENTION

PROCESS

process

study street life

using to inform

direct observation tactical urbanism

Map A shows activities on residential streets plotted in 
according to type of activity. Map B shows social activi-
ties exclusively, such as greetings. A comparison of the 
street with more dwellings and more clearly defined 
front yards (above) with the street with fewer dwellings 
and open lawns (below) shows clearly that there are 
more social activities on the street with front yards.

General information and registration of interaction 
and activities on C Avenue, Vermont, Melbourne.

General information and registration of interaction 
and activities on Y Street, Prahran, Melbourne.

99

STUDY STREETLIFE DIRECT OBSERVATION TACTICAL URBANISM 

USING  TO INFORM  

                                            

USING
TO INFORM compare 

TWO CITIES

highlight
opportunity and 

constraint through 
contrast

draw examples from 
alternate contexts

using

to inform

LOOK
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Course activities

learning tools
sketchbook manual

urban texts
course webpage

course instagram
course twitter
facebook blog

online alumni group

workshops
observing place

quick hand drawing
digital post production  

talks
on-field talks
lecture series sydney phnom penh
class discussions
group discussions
guest talks

on field observation
drawing in the street
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collaborative 
learning

interdisciplinary group 
exercises with UNSW and 

RUFA students

 group tutorials 
collective ideation

course outputs
phnom penh exhibition
course publication
postcard handouts

site visits
to significant public spaces
KA City Tour, Olympic Stadium, O’Russei Market
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Research themes

THE RESILIENT CITY:
CLIMATE AND TRAFFIC 

Vital streets offer 
multimodal possibility and 
are responsive to climate. 

THE SLOW CITY:
ENCOURAGING LONGER 
STAYS 

Vital streets allow for 
people to linger, to pause, 
to stop. 

THE FACE OF THE CITY:
FACADES 

Vital streets encourage a 
level of ‘adaptability’ by 
their users. 

THE POROUS CITY:
PRIVATE PUBLIC BUILDING 
THRESHOLDS 

Vital streets support 
interactions across the 
thresholds of private,
interior space and public, 
exterior space. 

THE POROUS CITY:
PRIVATE PUBLIC FENCE 
THRESHOLDS 

Vital streets support 
interactions across the 
thresholds of private and
public space. 

STREET LIFE STUDIES 2017/ 18 USER MANUAL

Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

OBSERVATION O1: 
STREET USE

Focus points 
 · Proportional street-use breakup 
 · Planned vs actual uses
 · Relationship of use to spatial components

Field of view: sidewalk/road
  full street section
  (one side to other side)

Repeat in:
Locations  x3
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
	 	 Modified	 	
  Users/Activity  
   
Process   
1: Observe streets with multiple usages
2: Collect data on planned vs actual usages
3: Draw base plan with physical elements
4: OPTIONAL: draw users/activities 
(cars, people sitting etc - for clarity)
5: Indicate planned vs actual usages in plan
6: Highlight comparisons in data diagram
7:	Present	streets	that	exemplify	findings

THEME 1 THE RESILIENT CITY:

CLIMATE AND TRAFFIC

?Vital streets offer multimodal possibility and are responsive to 
climate. How can we maintain both outdoor space exposed to the 
elements and the flow of movement whilst ensuring a basic quality of 
environment for street users? 

Essential reading

1 'Outdoor Activities and Quality of Outdoor Space' (pp 33-40) in:
Gehl, Jan.   Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space. . Van Nostrand 
Rehinhold Company. New York. 2011 

2 'Functional Ambiance' : www.functionalambiance.nl 
Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences in collaboration with Goudappel 
Coffeng, the Municipality of Rotterdam and the Municipality of Utrecht 

Sidewalk/Road

Plans x6 (planned x3 actual x3)

Scale: 1:200

Show:
 · Full street section (building to building)
 · Primary: building outline, sidewalk, road..
 · Sub: fixed furniture, landscape, poles ...
 · Temp: moveable seats, pot plants...
 · Highlight usage categories in relation to 

spatial elements

Data diagram x1
 · Planned v Actual uses (parking, commerical, 

car mvmt, drainage, pedestrian...)
 · Proportional break up of street usages (%)   

*there may be overlaps*

Photographic panorama x1

Notes
Why are parts of the street used differently to 
what was originally intended? Where/why are 
there overlaps of usage?

DIANA ESPIRITU Z5017471

DATA COLLECTION_SURFACE USE

55%
AUTOMOBILE

15%
PUBLIC TRANSPORT

5%
MOTORIST

20%
PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

5%
CYCLISTS

5%
GREEN

70%
VEHICULAR MOVEMENT

EX 1 PLANNED

PHNOM PENH SITE 10 DIANA ESPIRITU

SURFACE USE - PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL

PLANNED

ACTUAL

16% 10% 53%

18% 15% 46% 21%

21%

COMMERCIAL PEDESTRIAN

VEHICLE RESIDENTIAL

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

SCALE

scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook.	final	
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3
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Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

OBSERVATION O1: 
‘STOPPING’ ACTIVITY

Focus points 
 · Places people stop
 · Activities/objects associated with stopping
 · Changes over the day

Field of view: sidewalk/road
  2-3 ‘units’ wide 
Repeat in:
Locations  x1
Time frames x3 (am noon pm)
  20-30min/period

Show Layers: Planned  
	 	 Modified	 	
  Users/Activity  
  

Process   
1: Observe sidewalks where people stop 
(stop = longer than 3min)
2: Collect data on stop locations/quantities/
activites
3: Draw base elements of street 
4: Draw stopping locations + objects linked
5: Highlight comparisons in data diagram
6:	Present	times	that	exemplify	findings

THEME 2 THE SLOW CITY:

ENCOURAGING LONGER STAYS

?Vital streets allow for people to linger, to pause, to stop. Longer 
stays are one contributor to the creation of the street as a 'hive' of 
activity. How can streets encourage ‘slow’ activities that broaden their 
purpose beyond circulation?

Plans x3

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 · Base features : building, sidewalk (edges, 

openings, trees, poles)
 · Position/s of people stopping
 · Objects associated with stopping
 · Time of recording

Data diagram x1
 · Stopping locations + quantities of people
 · Stopping activities + objects associated (sit on 

bench, lean on wall, look at phone, watch)
 · Neccessary vs optional activities
 · Time

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What are the main reasons people stop? What 
influences where they stop? (noise, climate..)

e x c e r c i s e  0 3  _  i m a g e s

01/ site 14 plan _ sidewalk movement _ 9 am 02/ site 14 plan _ sidewalk movement _ 12 pm 03/ site 14 plan _ sidewalk movement _ 6 pm

students

staff

others

students

staff

others

students

staff

others

A y a  Ta k l a  z 5 0 2 3 1 9 5

Essential reading 

1 'Three Types of Outdoor Activities' (pp 11-32) in:
Gehl, Jan.   Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space. . Van Nostrand 
Rehinhold Company. New York. 2011 

2 'The Uses of Sidewalks: Contact' (pp 55-73) in:
Jacobs, Jane.    The Death and Life of Great American Cities . New York:   
Random House  . February 1961

*do not show internal areas of building or movement paths

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

SCALE

scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook.	final	
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity

Sidewalk/Road
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Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

OBSERVATION O1: 
USER APPROPRIATIONS

Focus points 
 ·Modifications	to	original	facade	by	

users

Field of view: facade
  full building height
  2-3 buildings wide

Repeat in:
Locations  x3 (2-3 ‘units’ each)
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
	 	 Modified	 	
  Users/Activity  
   

Process   
1: Observe many  facades with user 
modfications
2:	Collect	data	on	types	of	modifications		
3: Draw original facade as base
4:	Draw	modified	parts	of	facade	
(fixed	or	moveable	elements)
5: Highlight comparisons in data 
diagram
6:	Present	facades	that	exemplify	findings

THEME 3 THE FACE OF THE CITY:

FACADES

?Vital streets encourage a level of ‘adaptability’ by their users. Users 
have an innate knowledge of their surrounds and are often the most 
effective 'designers' of the spaces they inhabit. Facades are an overt 
expression of this; their planned and unplanned manifestations often a 
strong contributor to the visual identity of a place.  How can the 'base' 
components of a facade allow for adaptability by users?

Essential reading 

1 Till, Jeremy. 'Architecture and Contingency.'  120. ISSN: 1755-068. 
www.field-journal.org. vol.1 (1)

2 Inara Nevskaya. 'Soft Dimensions' Volume Magazine n.33

3 'Edges and Paths' (pp 49-66) in:
Lynch, Kevin. The Image of the City. Cambridge MA:   MIT Press  . 1960

Facade

Elevations x3  

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 · Base building: form, openings, details
 · Modifications made (fixed + moveable)

Data diagram x1
 · Physical features of modified elements
 · Fixed or moveable 
 · Drivers (climate protection, security, decor..)
 · Location + frequency (GF, 1F, window, door..)

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What are the main building components that 
are being modified and how? Why?

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

A N Z A C  P A R A D E  /  D A R L I N G  S T R E E T  -  S Y D N E Y  -  M O D I F I C A T I O N S - D I A G R A M S

TV AERIALS

CHANGE OF FACADE COLOUR

GLAZING

AWNINGS / SUN SHADING

SIGNAGE

SECURITY BARS

AWNING FOR 
SHADE FROM 
AFTERNOON 
SUN  

SUSPENDED 
SIGNAGE TO 
ATTRACT 
ATTENTION 

STRIPED COLOUR 
CHANGE ON FACADE TO  
CREATE IDENTITY AND 
STOP CUSTOMERS

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

A N Z A C  P A R A D E  /  D A R L I N G  S T R E E T  -  S Y D N E Y  -  M O D I F I C A T I O N S - D I A G R A M S

TV AERIALS

CHANGE OF FACADE COLOUR

GLAZING

AWNINGS / SUN SHADING

SIGNAGE

SECURITY BARS

AWNING FOR 
SHADE FROM 
AFTERNOON 
SUN  

SUSPENDED 
SIGNAGE TO 
ATTRACT 
ATTENTION 

STRIPED COLOUR 
CHANGE ON FACADE TO  
CREATE IDENTITY AND 
STOP CUSTOMERS

ZARAH BAITZ - Z5016303

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

SCALE

scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook.	final	
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity
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Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

Elevations x3

Scale: 1:100

Show: 
 · ground floor only
 · threshold opening: shape, size, materiality
 · building outline and key components
 · human figure to illustrate scale

Data diagram x1
 · Proportion of porosity v solidity (%/GF ‘unit’)
 · Threshold features (physical)
 · Level of porosity (acoustic, visual, accessible..)
 · Driver of porosity (aesthetics, sales, light..)
 · Internal building function

Snapshot Photograph x1

Notes
What are the main types (levels) and drviers of 
porosity in GF facades? 

OBSERVATION O1: 
THRESHOLD POROSITY

Focus points   
 · Proportion of porosity in GF façade
 · ‘Level’ of porosity in each opening
 · Drivers of porosity 
 · Internal building function (GF)

Field of view: int/ext thresholds
  windows or doors
	 	 ground	floor	only
  commercial OR residential

Repeat in:
Locations  x3 (2-3 ‘units’/each)
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
	 	 Modified	 	
  Users/Activity  
   
 
 
Process   
1: observe many GF thresholds
2: collect data on porosity levels per opening 
3: draw threshold plus surrounding building
4: note function of GF space
5: highlight comparisons in data diagram
6:	present	thresholds	that	exemplify	findings

THEME 4 THE POROUS CITY:

PRIVATE PUBLIC BUILDING THRESHOLDS

?Vital streets support interactions across the thresholds of private, 
interior space and public, exterior space. How can this boundary be re 
imagined to encourage a stronger relationship (be it direct or indirect) 
between internal and external users and activities. 

Essential reading 

1 Gehl, Jan; Johansen Kaefer, Lotte; Reigstad, Solveig, ‘Close encounters with 
buildings’. Urban Design International (2006) 11. Palgrave Macmillan Ltd. 
2006

2 Paramita Atmodiwirjo, Yandi Andri Yatmo and Verarisa Anastasia Ujung. 
'Outside Interior: Traversed boundaries in a Jakarta urban neighbourhood' 
(pp 78-89) In: Atiwill, Susie. Urban+Interior. IDEA Journal ISSN 1445/5412. 
2015

Private public 
threshold

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

SCALE

scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook.	final	
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity
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Visual Card Data Card

O
U

TPU
T

Essential reading 

1 Maltby,Elliott+ Nandan, Gita. The Field Guide to Fences. Jan 2017
https://nextcity.org/features/view/nyc-field-guide-fences-public-space

2 "Control architectures, Jittery enclaves, Passage point urbanism' (pp99-109) 
Graham, Stephen. Cities Under Seige. Verso. New York. 2011

3 Sperber, Elliot. 'The Concept of the Wall.' Roar Magaine. Issue 4. Nov 2017.
https://roarmag.org/magazine/the-concept-of-the-wall/

Elevations x3

Scale: 1:100

Show:
 · Fence - form, details, open v solid
 · Building behind fence
 · Human figure - relation to fence

Data diagram x1
 · Fence typologies (physical features)
 · Porosity levels (% open, ability to look through, 

over, around)
 · Building function

Photographic snapshot x1

Notes
What relationships can you find between the 
features of the fence and the building function?

OBSERVATION 1: 
FENCE POROSITY

Focus points 
 · Level of porosity 
 · Fence + human body
 · Fence + building function

Field of view: several fences in a row

Repeat in:
Locations  x3 (2-3 fences/location)
Time frames x1

Show Layers: Planned  
  Modified  
  Users/Activity  

Process   
1: Observe many fence thresholds
2: Collect data on level of porosity and 
building function
3: Draw fence and building behind
4:	Show	human	figure	for	scale
5: Highlight comparisons in data diagram
6:	Present	fences	that	exemplify	findings

P L A N N E D  E L E M E N T S

W E S T E R N  E L E V A T I O N  1 : 1 0 0 N O R T H E R N  E L E V A T I O N  1 : 1 0 0

S U M M E R  S O L S T I C E

W I N T E R  S O L S T I C E

G O O D  A M O U N T  O F  S U N  R E C E I V E D  O N  S I T E  A L L  Y E A RP A T H W A Y  S U C C E S F U L L Y  U S E D  -  M A X I M U M  A M O U N T  O F  
A C T I V I T I E S  A V A I L A B L E

Private public 
threshold

THEME 5 THE POROUS CITY:

PRIVATE PUBLIC FENCE THRESHOLDS

?Vital streets support interactions across the thresholds of private and 
public space. In increasingly privatised societies how can the fence be 
reimagined to support activities beyond the blocking of access?

DELIVERABLES: x6 A5 observation cards for each city

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 1

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 2

Visual 
Card 

Data 
Card

OBSERVATION 3

SCALE

scales  shown refer 
to drawing in 
sketchbook.	final	
output scale (on 
A5 cards) may be 
smaller/larger. 
ensure clarity
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Phase 1

STREET OBSERVATIONS

Phase one of the course consists of students 
undertaking on-field analysis of urban streets 
in selected areas of Sydney and Phnom 
Penh, through the lens of a selected theme. 
Guided by a series of exercises, students use 
hand drawing to identify and deconstruct 
the physical, behavioural and systematic 
components of each street space. With simple 
post production techniques they interpret and 
communicate key patterns, correlations and 
driving forces behind their findings.

"Streets and their sidewalks-the main public 
places of a city-are its most vital organs."

Jane Jacobs

“While architects and urban planners have 
been dealing with space, the other side of the 
coin – life – has often been forgotten.” 

Jan Gehl
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Ribus, quis eos ni aliquat ibusapiciam, sitas 
quam cum et eum dunde pos esto dolupta 
earum seque quatur? Qui dolest eostem hario 
mi, conseque prehenisci tem elestotas perepti 
ratatus, omnimpe rspient rempossime non eum, 
sinctemquis dolum sit volorepro maximagnis sunt 
que ni iuntota tquae. Ut quamus, offici dolupitio 
voloria comniss iminus re earchitassit volorae 
pedigen tendiandis ea est res as suntiation periae 
mod most utecat.
Ribus, quis eos ni aliquat ibusapiciam, sitas 
quam cum et eum dunde pos esto dolupta 
earum seque quatur? Qui dolest eostem hario 
mi, conseque prehenisci tem elestotas perepti 
ratatus, omnimpe rspient rempossime non eum, 
sinctemquis dolum sit volorepro maximagnis sunt 
que ni iuntota tquae. Ut quamus, offici dolupitio 

PHOTO

1  2  3  4  5m 

planned
modified
activities 
users

sidewalk/road
facade
in/out threshold

LayersFocus AreaLocationAuthor

Data
diagrams

Critical
response

Climate Response

SydneyMin-Tsung Cheng

02/
climate response

The climate response mainly observed along 
ANZAC Parade mainly consisted of man-
made provided shelter such as buildings and 
awnings. Although there are natural elements 
such a trees and vegetation they can also 
be classfied as a planned element of the 
sidewalk and roads. 

However it is difficult to make a clear din-
stinction between all these objects as each 
work differently in response to mainly the 
weather and the time of year. A big factor 
I found this is observation particulary was 
personal preference and how the individual 
would like to attire themself for that particular  
time or part of the day.

Awning

Awning + Shading Bus Stop

Building

Trees Personal Preference

Personal Preference

Awning

Building

Bus Stop

Trees

Use of objects in response 
to climate

Sunny Rainy

10%

20%

20%

25%

25%

25%

10%

32.5%

32.5%

SYDNEY
Climate adaptation 
spatial components responding to climate

MIN TSUNG CHENG
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1  2  3  4  5m 

02/
Climate response

Effectiveness 
Sun Protection  

Section A |Frabric/Metal Awning Section B | Umbrealla Stands 

Section C| Small Metal Canopy Section D  | Full Width Metal Awning 
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Many modifications created within building 
facades are driven by factors such as 
commerce, attention or identity, security, 
safety and weather. Observing the main 
street along Anzac Parade, many facades 
are made up of shop fronts, which naturally 
aim to achieve the attention of customers. 
Added promotion signage are the most 
common, as well as painting or material 
modifications to better suit the personality 
of the occupants. Climate control such 
as awnings or air conditioning were also 
common, likely to attract customers inside 
the building in poor weather. A leading 
driver for the modifications was attention/
identity reasons, followed by commerce, 
climate and safety.
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User modifications 
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Ribus, quis eos ni aliquat ibusapiciam, sitas 
quam cum et eum dunde pos esto dolupta 
earum seque quatur? Qui dolest eostem hario 
mi, conseque prehenisci tem elestotas perepti 
ratatus, omnimpe rspient rempossime non eum, 
sinctemquis dolum sit volorepro maximagnis sunt 
que ni iuntota tquae. Ut quamus, offici dolupitio 
voloria comniss iminus re earchitassit volorae 
pedigen tendiandis ea est res as suntiation periae 
mod most utecat.
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earum seque quatur? Qui dolest eostem hario 
mi, conseque prehenisci tem elestotas perepti 
ratatus, omnimpe rspient rempossime non eum, 
sinctemquis dolum sit volorepro maximagnis sunt 
que ni iuntota tquae. Ut quamus, offici dolupitio 
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- A lot of modifications has been made to the 
facade, especially to the facade on most corners 
because it is where business is very busy
- Climate and commerce are 2 main factors 
which lead the modification of facade, for exam-
ple, components such as awning, canopy, Louvre 
and AC are added a lots on the facade.
- Security matter is the third factor which lead 
the modification on facade, most building used 
fences to secure the building. 
- No matter how crowded the city’s space is 
religious is still very essential, component such as 
spirit house can still be seen next to the building.

OBSERVATION 01:
USER APPROPRIATIONS

Elevation | St.144 Cnr St.13 |

Elevation | Preah Sisowath Quay Cnr St.118 |
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User modifications 
Changes to the original facade by users
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The physical features of a fence can be 

divided into four main drivers: privacy, 

security, identity and/or safety. 

Privacy

A fence devoted to privacy is noted by high 

opaque fences. 

Security

Secure fences are focused on height, with 

little concern towards the transparency of 

the surface. 

Identity

Every fence carries an alternate identity, 

reflecting the status or culture of the private 

owner. 

Safety

Safety fences respond to a hazard or risk in 

private and public locations. 

Planned

Modification

DriversPhysical Features

Emotional Response

Privacy

Security

Identity

Safety

SYDNEY
Fence typologies 
Drivers behind physical fence details

DANIELLA OBERSTEIN
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Security Focused

Identity Focused

When moving from Private to Public 
thresholds of a property, the elements of 
fences in the Phnom Penh area highlights 
the shift from securing site to demonstrating 
a properties’ identity.  As in Sydney, many 
elements of fences have a similar visual 
representations to communicate whether 
the space wishes to remain private and 
enclosed. On top of that, individual identity 
is layered on top and depending upon 
the typology the fences ‘security’ role can 
begin to dissolve. What’s interesting in 
Phnom Penh and its looser privatisation of 
properties is how the fence begins to shift 
function, illustrated in many ‘fences’ in 
commercial (public) domains being made 
up of objects rather than solid structures.

1 | Multi Residential | Back Street 2 | Residential | Side Street 3 | Construction Site | Main Road

 4 | Residential | Main Road 5 | School | Main Road 6 | Bank | Main Road

 7 | Community Centre | Main Road 8 | Pagoda | Main Road 9 | Not For Profit Centre | Main Road

 10 | Restaurant | Side Road 11 | Cafe | Main Road 12 | Retail | Main Road

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SE
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PRIVATE PUBLIC

Role of Fence in Private to Public Typology |
How fences transition between securing space to distinguishing space 
as the typology changes from Private to Public. 

PHNOM PENH
Fence typologies 
Drivers behind physical fence details

BROOKE SAIDE
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SYDNEY
A day in the life of a ....
Uses of an object over a day
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A Day in a Life of...
Direct Usage

Indirect Usage

No Activity

No
Contact

Direct 
Contact

9am
Sitting

10:20am
Smoking

9:40am 
Taking 

photo of 
mural

10am
No activity10:40am

Passer by

11:40am
No activity

11:20am
Dog sniffing 

bench

9:20am
Organising 

Bag

11am
Using phone

Bench 
Observed

The benches on corner 2 became the focus for 
the object observation as they seemed to be 
fairly unused despite being painted to match the 
surrounding mural. While observing peoples 
movements over around an hour and a half, there 
was only one small group who used the site for its 
intended use. Other than that, the activities at and 
surrounding the benches ranged in level of direct 
vs. indirect engagement. The benches are very ex-
posed to the sun and wind which makes them very 
harsh to sit at for a longer period of time. Many 
users used the bench for modified, quick activities 
such as taking a photo of the mural or organising 
bag before moving quickly on and the bench 
remained unused for the majority of the time. A 
consideration needs to be made into how to better 
design for the use of the benches to make people 
stay longer and this needs to go further than 
painting an all encompassing mural. 

JULIA PRELL
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PHNOM PENH
A day in the life of a ....
Uses of an object over a day
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Through observing and analysing solidity and po-

rosity within the typology of hospitality on Anzac 

Parade; it could be said that the main levels of 

porosity are windows. These are porous openings 

that allow individuals to make visual contact 

through a threshold. The establishment of these 

windows are largely driven by commerce whilst 

aesthetics are very loosely incorporated into the 

planning of the facade. Doors however become 

a porous threshold that is only present in order 

to increase accessibility within a space and there 

is no further attempt or intervention to reinvent 

or innovate this threshold. The porosity is largely 

dictated around the needs of the building users 

and working within the confines of an already 

planned spaces. 
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Through observing and analysing solidity and 
porosity within the typology of hospitality studying 
more specifically cafes in Phnom Penh; it could be 
said that the main levels of porosity are dictated 
highly by the users themselves. The level of porosity 
is composed by the users as there is an innate com-
mitment to bringing their own sense of identity to 
the urban streetscape. The main sources of solidity 
within a space is determined through regulations. 
Whilst the primary drivers of openings are given to 
the users themselves in order to cultivate their own 
sense of identity within the community. Whether 
deliberately or not; there is a sense of reinvention of 
openings that is contrasted to the uniformity seen in 
Sydney. The porosity is largely dictated around the 
needs of the building users who continously push 
the confines of an already planned spaces. 
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Phase 2

URBAN INTERVENTION

In phase two of the course, students use their 
observational findings as evidence to define 
and propose an urban intervention for either 
Sydney or Phnom Penh. The overall goal is 
to create an intervention that acts as a social 
catalyst in improving or supporting street life. 
Students begin with group workshops focused 
on identifying issues, outlining goals and 
brainstorming iterative ideas. They end in the 
creation of individual proposals using a single 
image to communicate their idea. 

"Construct situations rather than objects, 
design processes that can result in chance 
meetings ...leaving room for users to adapt and 
appropriate space." 

Atelier Bow Wow
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The social playground
SYDNEY 

Increase usage of the existing mural 
space through shade and play structures 
used for social media snapshots.

· To encourage more optional activity 
surrounding the mural wall through the synthesis 
of technology in the streetscape (social media 
and photography)
· Support social interactions and provide 
technological equipment (tripod head, usb 
adapter, light reflector, etc)
· People will be able to sit, stand, attach their 

cameras to take photos with the mural
· Create a fun and functional space 
· Provide sun protection
· Increase the amount of lighting at night
· Maintains existing circulation

Evidence

Goal

#the social playground
MICHELLE LY

PERMANENT ALL DAYMILLENNIALS

TimeframeUsersCityAuthor

SYDNEYMICHELLE LY

Based on the observations, more people stop for necessary activities rather than optional activites 
even though there were more variety, therefore the intervention is targeted to encourage more optional 
interactions surrounding the mural wall by focusing on technological uses in the streetscape (Social 
media, charging of phone, etc). Anzac Parade in Kingsford is used mainly for commuting, where less 
people stop during the day, with majority of them stopping as a single and within the millennial age 
group according to Australians Bureau of Statistics. 

The mural was painted originally with the intent to engage and entice the local community. However, 
it was not working due to the secondary factors that were not considered, such as climate control, 
ergonomics and a place for people to photograph. By maintaining the circulation, seating, weather 
protectant and additional play of social media were created to provide support for social interactions 
surrounding the mural wall. The location of the intervention is placed in front of the mural with 
additional height to maintain circulation and to attract the stopping activity away from the busy main 
road as seen in the observation above. 
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The main reasons why people stop on 
this corner is due to necessary activities, 
rather than optional activities. Necessary 
activities include travelling and waiting for 
the bus, where no matter what external 
environmental factor there is, these 
activities will still take place. On the other 
hand, there are a larger variety in optional 
activities but lower amount of users doing 
it. Majority of the time people do optional 
activities while doing necessary activities, 
for example looking at technology white 
waiting for the bus, or smoking while 
waiting for the traffic light. 
Comfort and climate control areas 
influences where people stop for optional 
activities. These include columns to lean 
on, seats and weather protection.
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SINGULAR
GROUP 2+

OBSERVATION 2
MOVEMENT DEMOGRAPHICS

6PM | ANZAC PARADE / STRACHAN STREET | 

4  

12:30PM | ANZAC PARADE / STRACHAN STREET |

8AM | ANZAC PARADE / STRACHAN STREET | 

People are stopping at this corner mainly 
for necessary activities such as waiting for 
the traffic light. The main demographic are 
adults, ages 19-60 due to it’s location, 
which is in the centre of university, schools 
and surburban areas. Some reasons for 
stopping for optional activities are the art 
mural and benches, however due to no 
and minimal sun shade protection, there is 
not much stopping for this corner. External 
environmental conditions is a large factor 
determining optional and social activities 
outdoors. In Summer, it can be very sunny 
and too hot to be in, similarly in rainy or 
windy conditions, it is not suitable and 
appropriate position to stop in.

ANZAC PARADE

ANZAC PARADE

ANZAC PARADE

STRAC
H

AN
 STREET

STRAC
H

AN
 STREET

STRAC
H

AN
 STREET

8AM

12:30PM

6PM

STOPPING VS MOVING    AGE DEMOGRAPHIC             CLUSTER SIZE

STOPPING VS MOVING    AGE DEMOGRAPHIC             CLUSTER SIZE

STOPPING VS MOVING    AGE DEMOGRAPHIC             CLUSTER SIZE

       50     50                        3          14            75              8            80                          20

+

       53     47                        0          5             80               15          75                          25 

      100     0                        0          40            60               0         100                         0

    + 

    + 

MILLENNIALS    SOCIAL MEDIA             A PLACE TO          
  20-35YRS             TAKE PHOTOS

The supporting technological 
equipment provides appropriate 
angles for a camera to sit with 
added light reflectors to produce 
better lighting for photos. Additional 
USB adaptors on the supporting 
structure allows for phone charging.

VIEWS FROM SUPPORTING TRIPOD HEADS

MICHELLE LY
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Fuse
SYDNEY 

Connect street users to interior spaces using 
sensory elements such as sound and smell.

Evidence

Goal

F u s e
Y U L I A N G  W A N G

10am-9pm
Sidestreet after comple-
tion of Syndey lightrail

Patrons of all demo-
graphics searching for 
an alternate dining 
experience

TimeframeUsersCityAuthor

SydneyYuliang Wang

Sydney’s glass facade prevents a point of 
interaction between the interior hospitality 
space to the exterior response of people. 
Customers tend to walk past without intrigue 
to the process of food production, and in 
turn contributes to the adsense of street ‘life’.

Smoke produced by street vendors in Phnom Penh.

The lack of interaction 
between thresholds bores passerbys.

Restaurant thresholds

Blur Building by DS+R

Sketch Response to threshold boundaries and activities

Preliminary render

The design of F U S E encourages the community to actively engage with restaurant thresholds and 

reactivates the role of alternate senses to visual signs as wayfinders. As a result, F U S E aims to reignite 

the sense of curiousity and excitement through multi-sensorial stimulation such as olfactory and sound 

to create ‘checkpoints’ along Anzac Parade. 

As a secondary response, F U S E challenges the perception of spatiality through immaterials such as 

food infused mist or preparation sounds. Changes in wind, light, passerby’s movement and weather 

alters the ephemerality of the boundary to a constant redefinition of thresholds and porosity.   
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the sense of curiousity and excitement through multi-sensorial stimulation such as olfactory and sound 

to create ‘checkpoints’ along Anzac Parade. 
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YULIANG (LEO) WANG
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Public wardrobe
PHNOM PENH 

Create a modular facade system that can be 
adapted by users. WONDY TRAN
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Lighting stop
SYDNEY 

Insert a zone for phone charging and quick 
pauses along a main student and work 
pedestrian route.

· Providing the opportunity for a short stop for 
people waiting, be it for coffees from the nearby 
cafe, takeaway from the local restaurants or the 
traffic lights, in a sheltered space. 
· Solar panels placed on top of the shades provie 
the ability to charge devices either wirelessly or 
via cord through the seats. At night the shades 
illuminate providing a soft glow adding a sense 
of safety and security to the area, particularly 

dark Meeks St, through increased visibility. 
· The space accomodates for individuals and 
groups to sit. lean or stand for short periods of 
time. 
· The materiality utilses powdercoated aluinium 
poles with the ground surface in coloured 
permeable paving. Seats emerge from rips in the 
existing paving equally revealing small oasis of 
plant life & evaporative cooling in the hardscape.

Evidence

Goal

lightning stop 
Rozi Berry 

Short stops of 0-20 
minutes in transit. 

Commuters and locals  
in transit performing 
daily duties at the 
Anzax Pde shops

TimeframeUsersCityAuthor

SydneyRozi Berry

Anzac Parade is a transport hub linking to the Sydney CBD with buses, cars and the light rail under 
construction (stopping 100m away at Middle St) as well as new bike lanes. Inlcuded in the refurbish-
ment of Anzac Pde is the movement of all electricity power lines underground. The addition of solar 
power could also be attached to the grid to be used throughout the area. 
Predominantly uni students and adults utilise the area aided by the close proximity of UNSW. 

 

Currently the majority of people utilising the space do not stop, or if so, do so for necessity. The peo-
ple utilising Meeks St & Anzac Pde are predominantly shoppers, people waiting for takeaway & eating 
takeaway from the nearby stores and most commonly people in transit stopping to cross the street.  

Walter Whyte’s study on the social life of small urban spaces suggests that built forms are not always 
utilised for their intended purpose i.e. bins are used as tables therefore the varying heights & shapes 
accommodate for a range of quick activities from tying a shoelace to sorting shopping and sitting.  

ROZALIND BERRY
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· Scale of the fence modules moderates which 
types of transport can acess the footpath when.
· Provides a new dynamic approach to engaging 
curb threshold through operable fencing.   
· Connects the community through digital art 
display and projection.
· Celebrates the bottom up approach to community 
engagement throught the terracotta brick motif. 

· This is a response to the growing issues with 
street parking pushing mico-commerce off the 
curbside aiming to:
 · retain dynamic street landscape
 · enhance community engagement
 · provide opportunity to play

Evidence

Goal

street cinema
Nic Robson

operable permanent
activity

· Private car owners
· Micro-commerce
. General public

TimeframeUsersCityAuthor

Urban Intervention for
Phnom Penh

Nic Robson

STREETSCAPE SCALES

PERMANENCE

ChildAdultVendor

Open activity

Range of motion

Closed Activity

Car

Operable fencing allows for a 

dynamic curb which mediates 

curb access for both public and 

private users.

Privatised fences typically have the most formalised fences which become 
crowded with parking removing the oportunity for a diverse street life as 

elsewhere in Phnom Penh

NICHOLAS ROBSON

Street Cinema
PHNOM PENH 

Insert a series of rotating inhabitable thresholds 
along the road/sidewalk edge to better support 
the dynamic street landscape.


